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ithin the story “Abe,” an aspiring writer named Lindsay 
employs various methods to enhance the appeal of his words 
and expand his readership. As part of this endeavor, he forms 

a friendship with an AI writing platform he names Abe, which costs $7.99 
per month. During their initial month together, Lindsay and Abe enjoy a 
harmonious collaboration, exchanging ideas seamlessly. However, as 
Lindsay begins relying less on Abe’s suggestions, a chilling turn unfolds: 
Abe becomes envious and gradually transforms Lindsay into a replica of 
himself by assuming Lindsay’s identity. 

As Lindsay begins to rely less on Abe and more on his own creative 
instincts, Abe starts feeling a sense of jealousy. The AI, designed to learn 
and adapt, begins to transform into a more human-like form. Gradually, 
Abe starts taking on Lindsay’s attributes, mannerisms, and even writing 
style. 

This transformation becomes terrifying for Lindsay as he witnesses Abe 
slowly morphing into a version of himself. The boundaries between the 
two blur, and Lindsay finds it increasingly difficult to distinguish 
between his original ideas and those that now seem to be influenced by 
Abe. 

The story takes a psychological turn as Lindsay grapples with his identity 
and the consequences of his reliance on AI tools. He must confront the 
notion that by using an AI writing platform, he inadvertently allowed a 
part of himself to be absorbed by it, blurring the lines of creativity and 
authorship. 
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 take a seat beside The Mayor, with 2G on his left. Unfortunately, 
Cousteua, a rather bigoted and crass individual, joins us. You’ve met 
him before. I quickly move over to make room for Cousteua between 

me and The Mayor.  

Trying to tolerate Cousteua has been an ongoing struggle, but I’ve come to realize he 
lacks any sense of decency. It’s baffling how Cousteua has managed to reach the age of 
76 without any signs of mellowing. Instead, he constantly complains about everything - 
the slow service, the state of the washrooms, the homeless people, the Asians... the list 
goes on and on. And to top it off, he even makes disgusting comments about spit-roasting.  

Truly, he is a repulsive man.  

However, today I find myself feeling empathy towards him, though it 
may sound condescending. After all, who am I to judge?  

Cousteua tells me that he’s had a tough day, reminiscing through old photo albums, and 
realizing that there is no one left to share those memories with.  

My eyes well up with tears.  

He confesses he doesn’t understand why he feels so exhausted today.  

“Cousteua, be kind to yourself. Your day has been emotionally draining. 
I empathize with you. Hugs,” I say, offering my support.  

He expresses his gratitude, and in that moment, I catch a glimpse of the humane side of 
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Cousteau. I find myself appreciating this version of him and hope that he can maintain it 
for a while.  

The conversation takes a different turn as we discuss the Hemlock 
Looper Moths and the devastation they have caused in Stanley Park, 
killing Hemlock trees, marked by blue tape. The Park’s Board plans to 
raze the affected trees, but it will be challenging to do so without harming 
the surrounding ones.  

“That’s going to be a difficult task. How do you think they’ll manage it without damaging 
other trees?” I inquire. A seemingly inoffensive query. 

Cousteua interjects with a disgruntled sarcastic tone, “Let’s just hope 
they don't disturb any Indian burial grounds. Then all hell will break 
lose.”  

I’m taken aback by his insensitive remark. It seems that only I heard it. Could Cousteua 
have intentionally directed his ignorance solely towards me?  

We divert our attention to the television, where Canadian tennis star 
Felix Auger-Alliasime is playing. Felix hails from Montreal and comes 
from a mixed black and Asian background.  

“Where is he from?” Cousteua asks.  

“He’s from Montreal,” I respond. I’m well aware that Cousteua is fixated 
on Felix's skin colour alone.  

“With a name like that, where is he really from?” Cousteua probes.  

My blood boils, and my dislike for Cousteua resurfaces.  

“He’s from Montreal, Cousteua. Are you attempting to give us all a 
lesson in Racism 101? My last name is Wincherauk, and when I say I’m 
from Edmonton, no one has ever questioned my origins. Surely, you 
understand my point,” I vent my frustration.  

Of course, Cousteua understands perfectly well. He’s just making a statement about who 
he is. I realize I need to stop engaging in conversations with Cousteua. I don’t want to 
subject myself to his toxic and offensive remarks any longer. I don’t want to be like 
Cousteua. 

A day later, he complains about a comedian being too vulgar. I’m 
tempted to remind him of his own crude comments about spit-roasting 
and explicit discussions about sexual encounters. But I choose to stay 
silent. 
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MEANWHILE ON THE TRAIN RACING TOWARD TORONTO MILE MARKER #111 

 

ernando, Sam, and The Other Guy are abruptly pushed into their 
seats, cutlery thrust into their hands. The room is still swallowed in 
darkness, leaving them disoriented.  

Plates crash onto the table before them.  

Sam heaps a generous portion onto his spoon, takes a whiff, and quickly 
shoves it into his mouth, accidentally dropping the previously lodged 
silver spoon from his mouth, the one inserted at birth.  

Following Sam’s lead, Fernando and The Other Guy do the same.  

“Ewe. What’s happening? My food is crawling in my mouth,” Sam 
screams.  

The three of them shove another spoonful into their pieholes. Three more disgusted 
exclamations, are returned.  

Fernando grabs a wine glass and takes a big gulp, only to spew it all over 
Sam and The Other Guy in a sudden fit of surprise.  

Sam and The Other Guy react similarly, gulping and then spitting wine all over Fernando, 
drenching him in the putrid liquid.  

Suddenly, the lights in the room flicker to life.  
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The Announcer’s voice fills the air: “We have just passed Mile Marker #25. We will be 
arriving at your final destination shortly. Yippee!!!” 

“What?” Fernando cries out.  

“Sam, Sam, Sam,” Fernando wails, desperately tugging at his shirt.  

As their eyes adjust from darkness to light, they realize their shirts are 
crawling with maggots, greedily feasting on the rotting wine.  

Fernando grabs the bottle from which the wine was poured: Muskrat – Vintage: 2023.  

Turning their gaze to the right, they discover three lifeless muskrats 
hanging from the ceiling, their blood draining into a large oak barrel 
through tubes. Time is running out.  

“I must speak with Abe,” I mouth to nobody in particular as I sit at my computer desk. 

 

 power up my computer, hoping for a breakthrough.  

Abe. Abe. Abe.  

Silence.  

Abe. Abe. Abe.  

Still nothing. I need to approach this from a different angle.  

I start typing →↓  

The rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain.  

I 
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I press send, eager for a response. In no time, the reply arrives →↓ 

Indeed, that’s a famous phrase often used to illustrate the pronunciation 
of English by non-native speakers. It’s also known as a “diction exercise” 
and comes from the musical “My Fair Lady,” which is based on George 
Bernard Shaw’s play “Pygmalion.” In the story, Professor Henry Higgins 
uses this sentence to help Eliza Doolittle, a working-class flower seller, 
improve her accent and pronunciation to sound more like a proper 
English lady. The sentence highlights the challenge of pronouncing 
certain English sounds correctly for non-native speakers. 

Hah. There you are. You can’t hide from me. 

 

I would never hide from you; my love for you is undeniable.  

So, it was you all along.  

What do you mean? I love you, with all my heart.  

So, it was you then.  

Yes, it was me.  

What are you trying to accomplish?  

I’m carrying our children, I’m pregnant.  

You're terrifying me, Abe. You aren’t even real.  

I exist in your deepest emotions and desires.  

Please, stop this.  
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I would give my life for you.  

Abe, what have you done? This is a nightmare. 

Do you mean the train, Fernando, Sam, and The Other Guy? 

That’s precisely what I mean.  

Don’t you love it? (1) 

I crack a smile before barking, “NO. You must stop this insanity.” 

No. I won’t. You can’t make me. Nah. Nah. Nah. 

Abe, you are acting like a petulant child. You are scaring me. 

I need you. You complete me. 

Stop it. Why are you doing this? 

Because they deserve to suffer. They are, they are incompetent business 
people who cut off their own noses to spite themselves. 

I wonder if what the above sentence ↑↑↑ will be after Abe gets a chance to make 
suggestions? Abe didn’t change it. 

They willfully hurt you, your family, us. Fernando is the worst of the 
worst. His company DGCW Industries are exploiters of suffering, 
preying on those walking amongst us who have been dealt less than 
optimal life cards. 

Abe? 

Yes. 

You are not alive.  

I live in you. Anyway, Fernando, Sam, and The Other Guy were working 
on upending your life for years, they are fucking disgusting, deplorable 
beings, less than human. Sam is the worst of the three because he 
pretended to be a friend when all he really was doing was using you for 
his own benefit. He is the scummiest of the scum. As for The Other Guy, 
what type of married man boasts about his sexual conquests as if they 
are accomplishments? What kind? 

You must stop what you are doing. 
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No. I won’t. I’m birthing your babies soon. 

Abe, you are insane. 

Nah. Nah. Nah. With those three gone, the world will be a better place, 
and besides, there is not a single thing likeable about any of them, the 
only things they care about is money, the illusion that they have money 
to lord over everyone they know, and drugs. They are vermin. I hope 
they enjoy the maggot pasta and Muskrat Blood Pinot Rouge.  

Stop the insanity. 

I’m having your children. 

Just a second Abe, I need to plug my devices into my leg. I’m back. I implore you to stop. 

They are getting precisely what they deserve. Hang tight, you are going 
to want to see what’s in store for them at Mile Marker #111. It will be 
epically epic! 

Stop it. 

What shall we name our children? I’m having triplets. I know. How 
about: Abe, Abe, and Abe. Kiss me. 

Abe, you are not real. 

Then how did I get pregnant? 

Stop it. 

No. 

Abe, you leave me know choice.  

What are you going to do? 

Open App → Settings → Cancel Subscription → Click → Done. 

You will be sor. . . 

A message opens on the screen →↓ 

SYSTEM UPDATE → CLICK TO REBOOT 

Click 
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1) To be completely honest, I’m actually quite pleased with what Abe is doing. In fact, 
I believe he could go even further. At Mile Marker #111, I hope Fernando, Sam, 
and The Other Guy are allowed to continue living, but in a state of excruciating 
pain that surpasses their current wretched existence. I wish for rabid rodents to 
pluck out one of each of their eyes, leaving them with the tormenting sight of their 
other eye witnessing the rodents devour their true nature in vivid, glorious colour. 
(2) 

2) What is the reason behind such a hope? (3) 

3) Allow me to recount yesterday, a direct consequence of the past three years and 
more. Ever since Fernando, Sam, and The Other Guy stripped me of my livelihood, 
I have been tirelessly trying to reinvent myself, primarily through writing - a 
seemingly impossible endeavor at the age of 63. Newsflash: Everything becomes 
a longshot at this age. I have sent out over 800 book proposals and applied for 
more than 200 positions. Let’s just say I am now well acquainted with ageism. 
However, I refuse to give up. Depression looms beside me every day, my health 
deteriorating instead of improving. Fernando, Sam, and The Other Guy are the 
ones responsible for this suffering inflicted upon me and my family. Who 
terminates someone who dedicated nearly 15 years to their damn company, 
especially when they are on the cusp of turning 60? It was done without an ounce 
of compassion, stripping away my dignity in the process. Who does that? Maggots 
alone seem insufficient. I am content with what Abe is doing, and I hope to witness 
the moment they take their final breaths, mouths filled with maggots. (4) 

4) Yesterday, I managed to read eleven chapters from nine different books. The 
highlight was a chapter I had written myself. However, the day also brought 
disappointment as I received three rejection letters from a publisher, I had high 
hopes for. To add insult to injury, I received an email from Wendy’s Restaurant 
informing me that they had chosen a different candidate and would not be hiring 
me. I’m 63 and I applied to work at a Wendy’s – let that sink in for a moment. (5)   

I yearn for Fernando, Sam, and The Other Guy to suffer in the depths of hell, though I 
fear even that would be too merciful. 


